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Lil Twist, the rapper best known as the sidekick of Justin
Bieber, was sentenced to a year in prison Wednesday after
he pleaded guilty to assault. The 23-year-old rapper

acknowledged that he beat up fellow artist and former child star
Chris Massey two years ago at the Los Angeles apartment of the
victim's brother, Kyle Massey. Chris Massey had asked Lil Twist to
leave a party and he returned half an hour later with four others
as Lil Twist subdued him, kicked him and pummeled him with
brass knuckles, prosecutors said.

Lil Twist, whose real name is Christopher Moore, pleaded
guilty in court to five counts including assault and robbery. He
was given one year in prison, avoiding a longer term if he went to
trial, the Los Angeles district attorney's office said. Lil Twist had
until recently been a constant presence around Bieber, frequently
appearing at parties with the onetime teenage star who became
notorious for his legal run-ins.

In 2013, Lil Twist was pulled over and arrested for driving
under the influence while driving the Canadian singer's Ferrari.
While best known on the celebrity circuit, Lil Twist is signed to
rapper Lil Wayne's label Young Money. Lil Twist's songs include
"Twerk," which features both Bieber and Miley Cyrus. — AFP

Bieber pal Lil Twist jailed for assault

This file photo shows Rapper Lil
Twist attending Cash Money
Records’ Lil Wayne album release
party for ‘Tha Carter IV’ at
Boulevard3 in Los Angeles,
California. — AFP

Action star Donnie Yen placed his deadly hands and feet in
cement at Hollywood's TCL Chinese Theatre Wednesday,
voicing hope that his career would inspire fellow Asians to

take up acting. The martial artist-a multiple world champion in
the wushu fighting style was being honored for a body of work
mainly in Chinese cinema, although he also stars in the much-
anticipated "Rogue One: A Star Wars Story." "Sometimes being an
Asian actor is not easy. Unfortunately, for many years, Asian
actors didn't have the same, equal opportunities," the 53-year-old
Hong Kong resident told AFP at the ceremony.

"But I think that things have been changing," he added. "And I
certainly would like to be one actor that set a good example."
Overshadowed over the years by Jackie Chan and other sought-
after kung fu stars, Yen has been gradually breaking into
Hollywood since appearing in Guillermo del Toro's "Blade II" in
2002. In "Rogue One," due to be released on December 16, he
plays a warrior monk who is part of a heroic band of rebels that
steals plans for the Death Star. He also stars opposite Vin Diesel in
"xXx: Return of Xander Cage," which hits theaters on January 20.
Born in the southern Chinese province of Guangdong, Yen came
to Hong Kong where he lives now-at the age of two and later
moved to the United States, growing up in Boston's Chinatown.

'Ridiculous stereotype' 
Much of the star's inspiration comes from his mother, Bow

Sim-Mark, a world famous wushu and tai chi master, at whose
internationally-known Chinese Wushu Research Institute the
young Yen learned kung fu. When he became involved in gang
violence in Boston at age 16, his worried parents sent him to
Beijing, where he spent two years training with the famed Beijing
wushu team, studying with the same masters as Jet Li. Yen's turn-
ing point came when the veteran film director Yuen Wo-ping, the
action choreographer for the "Matrix" trilogy, discovered him and
helped him break into movies as the new kung fu hero.

Yen has spent years since then using his celebrity to wage a
campaign to kick the Asian stereotype out of Hollywood. In the
mid-1990s, he turned down an offer from Francis Ford Coppola
because of a script he said contained "a ridiculous stereotype
about the Chinese." He also rejected an offer to be in the "Tomb
Raider" sequel, which China banned for making the country
appear lawless and run by secret societies. "I hope this ceremony,

this achievement, will inspire many Chinese actors  not just
Chinese actors, but many young actors-that they, too, can achieve
the same dream if they put enough hard work into it," he said
before sinking his hands into the cement. "The force is with me
and the force is with everybody." — AFP

Drake tops Spotify's
2016 list with 

4.7 billion streams

Drake owned the year on Spotify: He's the most
streamed act on the platform with 4.7 billion
streams. The rapper has the most streamed album

and song - "Views" (2.45 billion) and "One Dance" (970 mil-
l ion) - on Spotify this year,  it  was announced late
Wednesday. Justin Bieber, Rihanna, twenty one pilots and
Kanye West round out the top five artists of the year. 

The top albums following "Views" are Bieber's "Purpose,"
Rihanna's "Anti," twenty one pilots' "Blurryface" and The
Weeknd's "Beauty Behind the Madness." Mike Posner's "I
Took a Pill in Ibiza - Seeb Remix" came in second after
Drake's "One Dance" for top songs, followed by The
Chainsmokers' "Don't Let Me Down," Rihanna and Drake's
"Work" and Sia's "Cheap Thrills." Zayn, the former One
Direction member who released a solo album this year, is
Spotify's top breakout artist. Drake is the most streamed act
of all-time on Spotify with 8.7 billion streams. — AP

New York's Lincoln Center 
to remember Leonard Cohen

New York's Lincoln Center on Wednesday announced
a low-key memorial for legendary poet and singer
Leonard Cohen next week, with the art complex sim-

ply to play his songs. Lincoln Center — the campus of pre-
mier US art institutions including the Metropolitan Opera
and New York Philharmonic — said the remembrance
event will take place on Monday. Recordings of Cohen's
music, as selected by his fans and friends, will play for four
hours starting at noon (1700 GMT) at Lincoln Center's out-
door plaza regardless of weather.

"There are no speakers and no live performances,"
Lincoln Center said in a statement. The event is being put
together by Hal Willner, a veteran music producer behind a
2005 tribute show for Cohen in Sydney that gave birth to
the documentary film "Leonard Cohen: I'm Your Man." The
remembrance event follows the model of a 2013 memorial
for another rock great and friend of Cohen, Lou Reed,
whose music was played on speakers outside of Lincoln
Center without commentary.
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Action star Donnie Yen 
wants to be 'good example'

Martial arts actor Donnie Yen displays his hands after
imprinting them into the block of cement at his Hand and
Foot ceremony in front of the TCL Chinese Theater. — AFP


